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 Executive Summary 
 
Leading media and entertainment industry executives strongly agree on the need for track-
ing and monitoring content distribution across all forms of media. They see the need to use 
tracking technologies not only for policing of copyright infringement and monitoring use of 
their intellectual property but also as a tool to help with marketing, distribution and usage, 
as well as in targeting customers with content that's most desired and consumed. These 
are the findings of a survey of leading media executives conducted by Myers Publishing LLC 
and commissioned by global media intelligence company Teletrax that looked into content 
tracking technologies of fingerprinting and watermarking. Yet, while the executives over-
whelmingly see the need for such tracking and monitoring, they are largely confused by or 
unaware of the solutions that exist.  
 
Subsequent interviews conducted by Myers Publishing found that video content tracking 
solutions help not only determine when and whether to pursue legal or other recourse for 
misuse of content but also can be used for business applications, including to help assign 
production budgets, to determine performance of TV network promotions, and to under-
stand audience behaviors.  
 
Correlated with Myers Emotional Connections™ research survey of 8,000 Americans, this 
report finds a need for increased understanding of tracking and monitoring, as well as im-
provements to the tracking technologies as viewing habits migrate from broadcast and ca-
ble television to mobile, DVR and other digital devices. A surprisingly high percentage of 
respondents to the Myers survey (of cable/satellite households with more than 60 channels 
and whose respondents watch one or more hours of TV daily) is viewing video content, in-
cluding primetime network programming, news and sports via cell phones and 
online. Young people 15 to 24 especially are seen preferring to receive video content of all 
types via alternate distribution venues.  
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 I. Introduction  
 
New technologies have enabled more tracking of content than ever even as content and 
distribution mechanisms have ballooned. In the 210 U.S. broadcast markets (divided into 
Designated Marketing Areas or DMA’s), internationally for news, for advertisers and pro-
ducers using ratings services to track viewing of both programming and commercials in 
households across demographic groups, for those sending content via satellite and the bil-
lions of pages spread across the Internet, media executives see a need for tracking of con-
tent. That tracking is being used for policing, marketing and in some cases, even determi-
nation of production budgets or allocation of resources.  
 
From a day when logs were kept by hand and correlated over weeks – with requisite de-
lays, errors and questions over trustworthiness and accuracy – the industry has moved to 
digital tracking, use of databases and automated cross-referencing of data that provides a 
seemingly unlimited array of information. The limits today are not primarily in labor, but 
rather cost of software and servers, amount of content monitored, and choices over which 
standards – and which vendors – to use. 
 
This report includes exclusive insights from two Myers Publishing studies: A special Myers/
Teletrax business-to-business study of 272 media and advertising industry executives on 
content tracking technologies and related issues and Myers 2007 Emotional Connections™ 
Study of 8,000 Americans on their relationships with media and media technologies. 
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 II. The Technologies:  
 Understanding Watermarking and Fingerprinting 
 
The primary sources of tracking take two forms: watermarking and fingerprinting. Nearly a 
fifth of Myers/Teletrax media industry survey respondents (19.6%) said they were "not at 
all familiar" with digital watermarking technologies used for video content measurement 
and protection and close to a third (29.1%) said they were equally ignorant of fingerprint-
ing. Only 36.1 percent said they were very or highly familiar with watermarking, which 
dropped to 24.7 percent for fingerprinting.  
 
When asked which qualities would be most important in choosing a content tracking and 
measurement service, respondents listed ease of use (81%), speed of reporting (79%), 
and quality of customer service (75%) as highly important qualities.  This was ahead of 
cost, which was rated as highly important by 73% of respondents.  
 
Here is a brief discussion of each of the technologies. 
 
 Watermarking 
 
Watermarks are found in a majority of television broadcasts, movies and music from major 
studios, software products, still images and a variety of other digital products. Watermark-
ing, as a tracking technology, requires that an indelible mark be inserted into a video and / 
or audio portion of a piece of content. It must be recognizable to a downstream recognition 
system, but should not be evident to the human eye or ear. Some technologies embed 
code in imperceptible frequency ranges in the audio band of a program. Others manipulate 
an image via such techniques as changing the picture's luminescence, inserting code into 
the area of a picture outside the viewing screen (such as the vertical blanking interval or 
VBI) or using what's known as an "adaptive noise pattern" to smooth or change markings 
of an image in areas most viewers find imperceptible.  Watermarking requires that the ma-
terial be inserted before the programming is distributed and that downstream mechanisms 
for perceiving the watermark be made aware it is there.  
 
Watermarks can be recognized by enabled software or hardware to provide copyright infor-
mation, authenticate, track, monitor, enhance security and enable access to additional 
data, information and ecommerce opportunities across devices and networks. 
  
 Fingerprinting 
 
Fingerprinting (also sometimes called "signaturing") uses three main means for recognizing 
and tracking content: sound, motion and pattern recognition through a methodology known 
as "robust feature extraction." It can recognize images via distinct features such as the 
edges of objects or differences in contrasts. For video, fingerprinting can recognize distinct 
patterns in acoustic changes or do feature analysis of each frame to compute changes in 
energy and pixilation between them. The patterns identified by fingerprinting are converted 
or compressed into a distinct string of code that is then used to compare against other con-
tent that is similarly scanned and processed. 
 
 Comparing the Technologies 
 
Major media companies trying to track their content seldom rely on just one technology, 
often using separate, even overlapping, methodologies for different means of distribution 
or different types of content. Reuters, for example, uses watermarking technology for video 
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distribution across the globe in broadcast and cable distribution, and fingerprinting technol-
ogy to survey use of its text material across the Internet. NBC uses watermarking to track 
use of promotions and news segments, but also uses fingerprinting technologies to track 
down potentially illegal use of its shows. 
 
Watermarking is used prevalently in environments with controlled production and distribu-
tion channels. A content provider can put the mark into the audio or video portion of a sig-
nal, then track how the content is picked up and used throughout the distribution chain. 
Because the mark is consistent and recognizable across targeted media and distribution, 
it's also an excellent tool in "forensic tracking" – finding out exactly how a piece of content, 
or portions of it, have moved from point-to-point. 
 
Users of watermarking take comfort in knowing the cost of the technology up front. While 
encoders must be purchased, codes inserted into the content, staff trained and monitored 
and so on, those costs are predictable and controlled. When the watermarking is used and 
tracked correctly, it is said to have a higher recall rate than fingerprinting, though providers 
of both technologies say they successfully find content at rates in the high ninety percen-
tiles. 
 
Unfortunately, no watermark is completely indelible across all media in all forms, and the 
mark can break down as content is manipulated or copies are made, or the content is 
moved from one medium to the next, such as from a high-quality HD broadcast to an 
Internet application like Flash. In addition, content distributors may add their own marks 
on content as it moves through their system, and marks laid upon marks can render each 
other difficult to recognize or inoperable. There is disagreement over whether watermarks 
inserted in the visible parts of video are viewable to the naked eye. Finally, there is room 
for human error. Watermarking requires error-free compliance and cooperation of those 
producing and/or marking the content throughout the chain. 
 
A key strength of fingerprinting technologies is that they can be used after the content has 
been created and distributed. Even when no provision was initially made to track content, 
and no identifying mark put on it, the material can be ingested into the system and a rec-
ognition search launched. For example, older content, such as episodes of TV shows pro-
duced long ago, can be found via fingerprinting technologies. Fingerprinting, too, can scan, 
ingest and compare billions of sources such as Web pages, looking for matches across com-
pletely uncontrolled distribution systems.  Fingerprinting technologies also can be used on 
the Web to understand the context within which content is placed – for example whether 
there are ads or other types of content around it. The technology's ability to also scan and 
recognize even pieces of images that have been cropped, manipulated, compressed or 
flipped is said to be improving. 
 
Users of fingerprinting must decide on how much cost to bear, balancing the desire to scan 
all sources against the server and processing power required to do so, and the level of con-
tent match that will be required. (It is, for example, probably not worth scanning small 
blogs for content morsels that would be considered legitimate "fair use.") Further, not all 
sources can be guaranteed scanned on the Internet, because different systems use differ-
ent methods of "spidering," searching for content much as different search engines use dif-
ferent methodologies to find material. A strength of fingerprinting is that its heuristic na-
ture means it can learn over time and improve in strength, but that can also mean that the 
tracking will not be as strong immediately upon launch as it will be later. Tracking via fin-
gerprinting is not generally useful for peer-to-peer applications like iTunes, Napster or 
email. 
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 Case Study: NBC Universal 
 
During every television season, the major networks create and distribute dozens, if not 
hundreds, of promotional spots advertising their programs. The networks also instruct local 
affiliates and owned stations regarding the ways in which they can and cannot use the pro-
motions for maximum effectiveness and to make sure they are able to expose program-
ming to audiences in varied markets in similar ways.  When NBC Universal first installed 
watermarking tracking technology about four years ago, executives there saw the technol-
ogy as primarily a means to police the use of the promotions – to see that when stations 
were using the promotions they were using them as promised, and weren't using them in 
ways that had not been intended, such as in the wrong time slots, in incorrect combina-
tions, or even in markets for which they weren't intended. 
 
Today, NBCU's use of the technology is more nuanced and sophisticated. Scot Chastain, VP 
of affiliate advertising and promotional services, says it's very rare to have to discipline a 
station for incorrect use of promotions and that the tracking is done primarily to assign a 
media value to the spots that have run in a given market, correlating the minutes run with 
the time of day and the individual market in which the promotion ran. "It's definitely 
shifted," Chastain says. "At the beginning it was 'let's take a look and see what the sta-
tions are doing and if we needed to crack down on misuse.' But in the last couple of years 
it is definitely a marketing tool to put media value behind our projects." 
 
NBCU also discovered, both through use of the technology and anecdotally, that stations 
were sometimes overwhelmed with the number and complexity of requests and so has 
streamlined the use of promotions to increase reach and frequency for key programming 
and target marketing more effectively.  
 
Chastain calls the tracking technology "money well spent," not only because of the in-
creased knowledge that's come from use of the tracking, but also because it saves on 
manpower that would be required to tabulate logs written by hand and figure out if and 
when promotions ran. With digital tracking technology, NBCU is able to find out what is 
used, and have it immediately fed to a Web site for tabulation. Other parts of NBC use 
both watermarking and fingerprinting technologies to keep track of content and its distri-
bution paths across 210 DMA’s. There is still  no way to know how much of a show's view-
ership can be attributed to the use of a specific promotion – other factors from competition 
to the quality of the show and word of mouth all play influential roles -- but Chastain is 
convinced the marketing has become more effective. To date, NBCU's distribution of pro-
motional spots to stations is via satellite. They intend to use tracking technology for digital 
distribution as well. 
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 III. The Uses: Need Seen, Knowledge Lacking 
 
Media executives overwhelmingly see a need for tracking of their content but admit that 
they are lacking in knowledge about the possible solutions as well as the ways to use track-
ing technologies beyond policing use or misuse of their content. More than 80 percent of 
respondents to the Myers/Teletrax media industry survey believe broadcast content owners 
are at risk of adversely impacting their bottom lines by not having tools in place to track, 
monitor and measure their content, and some 89 percent of respondents believe Internet 
content owners are at risk. And 62 percent of respondents believe content owners should 
place a high priority on implementing tracking, monitoring and measurement technologies 
for broadcast content, which goes up to 72 percent for content on the Internet. 
 
Generally, survey respondents seemed to see tracking as a means of policing the use of 
content rather than as a more comprehensive business tool. A preponderance of respon-
dents said they believed fingerprinting and watermarking technologies are fairly or highly 
useful for content protection (71%) and compliance (66%), a smaller percentage (58%) 
said they were useful for asset management.  And 71 percent said they say the technolo-
gies as useful for tracking "proof of performance." Meanwhile, a minority (40%) said they 
saw the tracking technologies as useful in establishment of new business opportunities. 
 
These statistics contrast with our findings from interviews with multiple subjects, who say 
that content protection is only one of many ways to justify the use of tracking technologies. 
Those actually using the technologies have moved well beyond policing. 
 
While one of the primary uses of tracking technologies has been to police the use of con-
tent and find out if it was being used in violation of copyright, users have in recent years 
turned to the technologies as a business tool as well. The technologies have been used to 
see where ads have been placed on, around or in content, as well as to determine if mar-
keting materials are being used effectively. A core strength of the use of the technologies 
has been in identifying client and audience usage patterns, in turn helping content produc-
ers change or target content in more desired and cost-effective ways. 
 
Tracking technologies can also facilitate the introduction of new business practices or even 
business models. The Associated Press, for example, recently announced an a la carte pric-
ing model for newspapers – the first major change to its pricing structure in more than 20 
years – a change facilitated by tracking technology that will help to monitor whether and 
how newspapers are using their individual content at even a granular level of a few sen-
tences. Publications like Harvard Business Review, which does a significant portion of busi-
ness from the online sale of Harvard Business School cases, have relaxed or done away 
with DRM coding on PDF documents they sell but can use monitoring technologies to make 
sure they are not published freely on the Web. 
 
Those using tracking technologies express overwhelming confidence that they are making a 
cost-effective choice, increasing both the efficiency of their media distribution, as well as 
the accuracy of the tracking, while also cutting down on the man-hours needed. 
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 Content at Risk, but Knowledge Lacking 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: Myers/Teletrax Survey of Media Industry Executives, 2007 

A wide majority of media industry executives surveyed believe that "content owners are at 
risk of adversely affecting their bottom-line by not having tools in place to track, monitor 
and measure content." …   

Source: Myers/Teletrax Survey of Media Industry Executives, 2007 

… but a minority of the executives say they are very or extremely "familiar with the tech-
nologies … used for video content measurement and protection." 
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 Case Study: Reuters 
 
Reuters is one of the largest purveyors of video content on the planet, but before institut-
ing tracking technology in 2002, they were essentially flying blind as a content syndicator. 
They bill clients on "all-you-can eat" annual subscription models, rather than having clients 
pay for use of individual videos or packages.  They were sending out dozens and dozens of 
clips but getting no objective empirical data on what was being used, what was unneces-
sary and what to do more of. Furthermore, the self-reported customer data was not always 
reliable.  
 
Executives and engineers at Reuters knew they needed a robust system for tracking that 
could survive conversion and be read internationally. Reuters video is used in PAL, Secam 
and NTSC formats, and sliced and diced innumerable ways according to the local needs of 
numerous content providers. The executives looked at a number of systems, both finger-
printing and watermarking. They felt the fingerprinting technology was too difficult to 
track, as it would have required the ingesting of video from around the world from multiple 
sources, a system that was difficult to scale. They instead have gone with a watermarking 
solution, tagging their videos before they are sent.  
 
Today, Reuters, using technology provided by Teletrax, is able not only to police the use of 
video and assure compliance, but also better service clients. They consider the tracking to 
be central to their video production and distribution operation. The tracking is used very 
seldom for policing – one executive there hypothesizes that knowledge of Reuters' ability 
to track has cut down on infringements – but instead to help determine what videos to pro-
duce, and where to distribute them. "On the editorial side, it has been extremely liberating 
for us to know which of the news stories that we do syndicate globally have been used by 
which subscriber in which part of the world," says Tony Donovan, managing director of 
television, Reuters Media.  
 
Sometimes, the findings are surprising, even counterintuitive for a news organization. 
While the biggest news stories will be covered en masse, and in great breadth and depth, it 
is harder for editors to judge interest in secondary or more regional stories. The technology 
has even influenced the way Reuters assembles its stories. The company was in the past 
inclined to provide raw footage chronologically but discovered in reviewing usage logs that 
many international news roundups tended to repackage the items, putting stories in order 
of importance. Reuters now sends the footage out in packages that put the more editorially 
prominent features up top, making it easier for clients to simply use the earlier minutes in 
their short roundups and cut the end clips without having to re-edit.  
 
Reuters also found that discussions with clients about use of the video have turned from 
one of pricing and cost, to more of a directional conversation about looking at what the cli-
ents have used and how they can better maximize their use of the product, or what sub-
scription offering might be best.  For the less controlled environment of video on the Inter-
net, Reuters is likely to use a fingerprinting rather than watermarking scheme because the 
content will flow in much less predictable fashion than in broadcast and may find its way 
onto unknown Web sites after a high degree of manipulation. Content recognition technol-
ogy may be more efficacious than watermarks in such a scenario. 
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 IV. The Internet, Mobile and Beyond: Technology Lags Usage 
 
Respondents to the Myers/Teletrax b-to-b media industry survey are bullish on the growth 
of Internet video content and the shift in consumption of video content from TV to the 
Internet.  Nearly 80 percent of respondents believe that 40 percent or more of video con-
tent will be consumed on the Internet rather than on what we now consider television 
(broadcast, satellite or cable TV) in 2012.  

Source: Myers/Teletrax Survey of Media Industry Executives, 2007 

The findings jibe with Myers Publishing's Emotional Connections™ research that found a 
surprising preponderance of respondents view video content including primetime network 
programming, news and sports via cell phones and online. "People are taking content and 
moving it around on all different sizes of screens. They're watching the screen they have 
easiest access to at that particular moment," notes Debbie Reichig, SVP of marketing de-
velopment for NBC Universal. "We're not thinking of things anymore as television per se, 
but more as video. Even a change in the terminology changes the way you think about it."  
 
While tracking of content on mobile and handheld devices has yet to become a major issue 
due to the relatively low rate of adoption and use in the U.S. market and the relatively high 
degree of control of mobile networks, both the use of mobile programming and the variety 
and means of distribution of the content for devices will increase over time; the ability of 
content providers to control distribution beforehand will become more limited. Google's an-
nouncement that it is leading development of an open-source mobile platform could help 
change the landscape in having handsets in the U.S. beholden to specific carriers, removing 
the most important protection mobile content providers have had to limit pilfering or mis-
use. And even as the standards open, cell phone networks will increase in sophistication 
with the adoption of higher bandwidth 3g or the newer 3.5g networks that can carry richer 
graphics, video and allow more interactivity. As the standards open, and devices become 
more swappable on different networks, the tightly controlled content deals of today will be-
come more difficult to manage. 
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As the four graphs on the following two pages show, the younger the age group, the higher 
the usage of video in Internet and portable formats. The trend toward mobile video on 
handheld devices as well as Internet viewing is only going to increase.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Myers Emotional Connections™ Study, 2007  

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Myers Emotional Connections™ Study, 2007  

Today, a content provider is contractually beholden to a cell phone carrier who is able to 
monitor and shut down any illicit use of content. Even access to relatively open applications 
like YouTube is done via licensing agreements and relatively controlled technologies. But 
open standards and higher-bandwidth networks will lead to not only increased hacking of 
devices to allow users to move beyond their carriers' restrictions – the recent hacking of 
the iPhone to make it an open network device is just one foreshadowing – but could en-
courage the construction of pirate cell phone networks, perhaps based offshore in order to 
avoid regulatory issues. Anne Sweeney, co-chair of Disney Media Networks and president, 
Disney-ABC Television Group, quipped last year that piracy is a business model, after high-
quality versions of Desperate Housewives appeared on the Web some 15 minutes after the 
show aired. It was, she said, incumbent on content providers to provide their own content 
in a cost-effective way to consumers that competed with the pirates.  

 

 

View News, Sports Video on  

Cell Phone 

Teens 
(15-17) 

Adults 
(18-24) 

Adults 
(25-54) 

Adults 
(55-64) 

% % % % 

Frequently 13.1% 8.6% 4.7% 1.2% 

Occasionally 16.1% 13.6% 8.2% 2.8% 

Rarely 16.7% 13.8% 8.5% 4.5% 

Never 54.2% 64.0% 78.7% 91.6% 

View News, Sports Video  

Online 

Teens 
(15-17) 

Adults 
(18-24) 

Adults 
(25-54) 

Adults 
(55-64) 

% % % % 

Frequently 22.5% 19.7% 19.4% 13.6% 

Occasionally 28.5% 29.1% 26.5% 25.6% 

Rarely 18.8% 21.4% 19.3% 16.9% 

Never 30.2% 29.7% 34.7% 43.9% 
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Source: Myers Emotional Connections™ Study, 2007  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Myers Emotional Connections™ Study, 2007  

We foresee similar scenarios and concerns coming to mobile and other handheld devices. 
The use of watermarking and fingerprinting technologies for mobile and other handheld de-
vice distribution will in the early stages allow for policing of the content use and control of 
the distribution and flow. In its later stages, it will become a business, marketing and audi-
ence development and production budgeting tool. Myers Publishing has learned that cell 
phone carriers are today in discussions with providers of tracking technologies, but no an-
nouncements have yet been made.  
 
The Myers/Teletrax survey of media executives also finds a belief that the industry is mov-
ing away from digital rights management (DRM) as a way of protecting content. A 56 per-
cent majority of respondents believes that it would be better to eliminate digital rights 
management by allowing content to be distributed freely but tagging it in order to keep 
track of it. The remaining respondents, 44 percent, believe it is better to institute DRM by 
controlling or restricting use and access to digital content. 
 
DRM technologies have been found to be an impediment to consumer behavior and inevita-
bly cause dissatisfaction and loss of sales. Nevertheless, there will continue to be strong 
and increasing viewing of video that will require tracking and controls. In the absence of 
DRM, tracking technologies will be required to understand and potentially monetize the 

View Network TV Programs on  

Cell Phone 

Teens 
(15-17) 

Adults 
(18-24) 

Adults 
(25-54) 

Adults 
(55-64) 

% % % % 

Frequently 10.5% 7.5% 3.2% 1.2% 

Occasionally 13.3% 12.4% 6.1% 1.4% 

Rarely 16.3% 10.5% 6.1% 3.2% 

Never 60.0% 69.6% 84.6% 94.2% 

View Network TV Programs on  

iPod or Portable Device 

Teens 
(15-17) 

Adults 
(18-24) 

Adults 
(25-54) 

Adults 
(55-64) 

% % % % 

Frequently 16.9% 9.6% 3.9% 1.2% 

Occasionally 18.8% 15.0% 7.2% 2.0% 

Rarely 17.1% 13.2% 7.5% 4.3% 

Never 47.1% 62.2% 81.4% 92.5% 
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video use. Other videos may be released promotionally or free of charge and be expected 
to spread virally without DRM. Those, too, will benefit from tracking technologies to meas-
ure the reach and frequency of the spread, as well as the specifics as to the context or en-
vironment in which the material is being seen. 
 
Interview subjects said that ad tracking technologies should also be improved. "Right now 
it's a manual task between media companies and advertising agencies to determine if 
things that were bought and contracted for actually ran as scheduled," NBC's Reichig said. 
"There's a lot of time and hours in the day spent reconciling these contracts to actual logs. 
If advertising is watermarked it can change to an automated process overnight" saving a 
lot of time and manpower. A solution, however, may be in the offing from the ad industry, 
itself. Last month, the American Association of Advertising Agencies and the Association of 
National Advertisers jointly announced that a Web-based digital ad tracking system known 
as Ad-ID would replace the older ISCI manual tracking code as the standard for tracking 
advertising assets. Ad-ID assigns a unique and permanent code of characters to each ad 
and is designed to serve as advertising's "UPC Code"-- a means of digitally tagging and 
tracking every form of advertising asset across all media, including TV, video, online, print, 
radio, wireless and even outdoor. Since Ad-ID’s introduction in 2003, all four major net-
works, Microsoft and DoubleClick’s DART Motif for In-Stream advertising have all agreed to 
comply with the Ad-ID tagging system, as have hundreds of leading marketers.  
 
Executives also called for better tracking of time-shifted content. More than 30 percent of 
adults 18-64 in Myers’ respondent group watch programming on DVRs and in households 
with better than $100,000 income the number shoots up to 43 percent. More than 60 per-
cent of adults 18-49 years old watch 30 percent or more of their TV programming prere-
corded. Yet while Nielsen and other ratings services are starting to track audience behav-
iors for viewing as much as seven days beyond original broadcast, it is difficult if not im-
possible for content producers and distributors to find out specifics of what programs are 
viewed and how, or where they've gone after the initial distribution.  
 
As the charts on the following pages shows, the Myers Emotional Connections™ Study finds 
that DVR households also watch a higher percentage of their network TV programming 
away from the TV than non-DVR homes. Viewing of TV on non-traditional screens will likely 
increase as DVR penetration goes up. 
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 Non-TV Viewing Patterns Among DVR vs Non-DVR Households 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Myers Emotional Connections™ Study, 2007 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Myers Emotional Connections™ Study, 2007 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Myers Emotional Connections™ Study, 2007 

 
View Network TV 

 Programs Online 

DVR/TiVo Users No DVR/TiVo 

% % 

Frequently 12.5% 9.0% 

Occasionally 22.6% 18.8% 

Rarely 21.9% 21.9% 

Never 42.9% 50.3% 

 
View Network TV  

Programs  

on iPod or Portable  

DVR/TiVo Users No DVR/TiVo 

% % 

Frequently 8.0% 4.0% 

Occasionally 9.0% 8.1% 

Rarely 8.8% 8.4% 

Never 74.2% 79.6% 

View Network TV  

Programs on Cell Phone 

DVR/TiVo Users No DVR/TiVo 

% % 

Frequently 6.2% 3.1% 

Occasionally 6.7% 6.9% 

Rarely 7.3% 6.9% 

Never 79.8% 83.1% 
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Finally, there is a need expressed for tracking in so-called Web 2.0 technologies. Some 64 
percent of industry executives to the Myers/Teletrax industry survey believe it is important 
for copyright content owners to have a technology that could take an inventory of all their 
copyrighted content that is contained on social networking sites.  One of the most promi-
nent forms of Web 2.0 content, of course, is user-generated content (UGC). Not, surpris-
ingly, a high percentage of respondents (see charts below) to the Myers Emotional Connec-
tions™ Study said they frequently or occasionally view user generated video online. These 
numbers increase among younger audiences. As advertisers attach themselves to selected 
content and companies that manage UGC distribution --much the way blogs are monetized 
today -- media executives will want to track viewing. 
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 Viewing of User Generated Video 

Source: Myers Emotional Connections™ Study, 2007  

 

Source: Myers Emotional Connections™ Study, 2007  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Myers Emotional Connections™ Study, 2007  

View User Generated  

Videos Online 

Teens 
(15-17) 

Adults 
(18-24) 

Adults 
(25-54) 

Adults 
(55-64) 

% % % % 

Frequently 31.7% 21.2% 9.1% 2.8% 

Occasionally 31.9% 31.8% 23.7% 15.1% 

Rarely 17.1% 23.9% 23.7% 20.4% 

Never 19.3% 23.0% 43.5% 61.6% 

View User Generated  

Videos on iPod  

or Portable Device 

Teens 
(15-17) 

Adults 
(18-24) 

Adults 
(25-54) 

Adults 
(55-64) 

% % % % 

Frequently 18.2% 9.4% 4.0% 0.9% 

Occasionally 23.1% 17.8% 7.7% 1.9% 

Rarely 15.0% 14.6% 8.6% 4.2% 

Never 43.7% 58.2% 79.7% 93.0% 

View User Generated  

Videos on Cell Phone 

Teens 
(15-17) 

Adults 
(18-24) 

Adults 
(25-54) 

Adults 
(55-64) 

% % % % 

Frequently 13.3% 6.8% 3.5% 0.6% 

Occasionally 17.8% 15.0% 7.1% 1.7% 

Rarely 18.8% 14.8% 8.0% 5.0% 

Never 50.1% 63.4% 81.5% 92.7% 
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 Conclusions and Recommendations 
 
We see fingerprinting and watermarking technologies as complementary rather than exclu-
sive of or competing with each other. Watermarking's strengths, as noted above, include 
the high degree of veracity and verifiability from initial use, the the ability to track the path 
of content as it moves through a distribution system and the ease with which different 
pieces of content can be tagged for different uses and in different paths. Where the need 
arises, watermarks can be changed and customized to fulfill specific client needs -- be they 
protection of intellectual property, tracking of use through a system, or improved market-
ing.  Watermarking technologies are best used where content is released in controlled 
ways, especially across controlled environments such as paid Internet content providers, 
broadcast and cable networks, peer-to-peer networks, email, and other non-Web methods 
of Internet transmission. 
 
Fingerprinting's strengths can be exhibited when content is released far and wide, and 
there's a need to scan billions of potential Web pages for use of even a sliver of the mate-
rial, especially when that material may be manipulated or otherwise corrupted from its 
original use. Fingerprinting is known to be reliable for even short bursts of text and still im-
ages, and its reliability should soon be proven for video transmission. It is also a superior 
technology for tracking content that has not been tagged for tracking prior to distribution. 
 
Executives see a significant need for tracking content on the Internet and across broadcast 
networks, and both watermarking and fingerprinting technologies are rapidly being devel-
oped for tracking video content across the Web.  However, neither of the technologies to-
day satisfies the needs we see coming shortly for monitoring and tracking of content in 
lesser-used but growing forms of media consumption, including wireless mobile and other 
handheld devices, and of user-generated content on the Web and in wireless applications. 
We foresee a much more open wireless world in which the content deals of today still exist 
but, as on today's Web, are harder to control. 
 
We also see the immediate need for media executives to become more knowledgeable 
about the options for controlling and monitoring content distribution, for both watermarking 
and fingerprinting technologies to be improved, and the general awareness of the ability of 
the technologies to be used not only as a policing but also a business tool to be increased. 
It is incumbent on tracking and measurement companies to educate potential and existing 
clientele on the technologies' uses. While Myers’ survey respondents by and large indicated 
that it is important to use technology to track, measure and protect their video content, 
only 21% of respondents’ companies are currently using this type of content tracking, 
measurement and protection technology. The cost-justification should come from seeing 
the technology as not only a tracking mechanism for cutting down on illicit use but also as 
business tool to increase effectiveness of programming and distribution, increase revenues, 
and facilitate distribution of revenue shares to stakeholders.  
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 A Note About the Underwriter 
 
Teletrax offers the first and only digital video monitoring and content tracking service that 
provides vital broadcast intelligence on a global scale. The company’s digital watermarking 
technology is an innovative and market-leading measurement service which tracks video 
content in real-time throughout its entire media lifecycle.  Teletrax monitors the television 
broadcasts of nearly 1,500 channels from more than 50 nations, including all 210 markets 
in the U.S. Its international network covers television stations across Europe, Asia, the 
Middle East, Australia, South and Central America, and Canada. 
 
Teletrax is a trusted partner to many entertainment, news and media organizations both 
within and outside of the United States including ABC Television Network, BBC, CBS Tele-
vision, CBS Television Distribution, Disney-ABC Domestic Television, Fox Broadcasting 
Company, NBC News Channel, The NBC Agency, NBC Universal Domestic Television, 
Reuters Television, United Nations, ITN Networks, Euro RSCG 4D DRTV, and Medialink. 
 
 
 About Myers Publishing 
 
JackMyers.com is the leading business-to-business website for media, advertising and en-
tertainment industry professionals. We publish more than 50 targeted weekly blogs and e-
mail publications, and host popular events including Jack Myers Breakfast and Luncheon  
series. Combined, the Myers site and publications reach more than 150,000 senior execu-
tives weekly in the media, advertising and entertainment communities.  

Jack Myers Media Business Report is considered a "must read" in media and advertising 
circles.  Myers' research has been the foundation of the Myers brand, serving the financial 
community, sales organizations, and senior corporate executives at media companies, 
agencies, and studios. Myers provides the television and interactive media communities 
with industry-standard client satisfaction research studies, conducting ongoing research 
among advertisers, media planners and media buyers on sales organization performance 
and media value. 

  
Jack Myers : jm@jackmyers.com 
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 Research Methodology 
 
The Myers/Teletrax Survey of Media and Entertainment Executives was conducted online 
during September 2007 by Jack Myers Publishing, LLC and commissioned by the Teletrax 
Corporation. A total of 272 media and entertainment executives participated in the survey. 
Participants were recruited using the Myers Publishing internal database of media profes-
sionals. For detailed methodology, contact Stuart Sandhaus at Stuart@jackmyers.com. 
 
Myers Emotional Connections™ Study was conducted online during March and April 2007 
using OTX’s (Online Testing Exchange) nationwide Internet panel. A total of 8,000 televi-
sion viewers (ages 15 to 64) participated in the study. Respondent requirements included 
having either cable or satellite television in their home with at least 60 channels and spend-
ing at least one hour daily viewing television programming. For detailed methodology, visit 
www.MyersReport.com. 
 
 
 

For more information about Jack Myers Media Business Reports visit 
www.JackMyers.com  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 



See the bigger picture

Know when and where your video content is airing worldwide

Evaluate the reach and performance of your video assets
Confirm and prove airing of content
Reconcile revenue by determining airplay versus contract
Identify misappropriation of your video
Enhance ROI

global media intelligence
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